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A femtosecond-laser-induced fiber Bragg grating (FBG) usu-
ally has a higher insertion loss at the shorter wavelength than
at the reflection wavelength, i.e., so-called short-wavelength
loss. High-quality FBGs are inscribed in different types of
small-core single-mode fibers (SMFs) by the use of femtosec-
ond laser point-by-point technology in order to investigate
the effect of the fiber core diameter on the grating inscription
efficiency and on the short-wavelength loss. A lower laser
pulse energy is required to achieve the same grating reflec-
tivity in a smaller-core fiber than in a large-core fiber. The
short-wavelength loss of the small-core FBG is lower than
that of the large-core FBG with the same reflectivity.
Furthermore, a series of FBGs with a low short-wavelength
loss are inscribed in a small-core SMF along the fiber axis to
achieve so-called series-integrated FBGs (SI-FBGs). Finally,
the effect of the input light direction on the reflection peak
of the SI-FBGs is investigated to reduce the influence of the
grating short-wavelength loss in the sensing and communi-
cation applications. © 2019 Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.44.005121

An ultraviolet laser phase mask method is usually used to write a
fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in a photosensitive optical fiber [1–3].
However, such a method requires an expensive phase mask and is
only written one type of FBGs with the same grating pitch [4].
Recently, femtosecond laser inscription has attracted widespread
interest and can be used to write various FBGs in almost all types
of optical fibers with or without a photosensitivity [5–7].
Moreover, FBGs with different grating pitches can be inscribed
by use of the femtosecond laser point-by-point (PbP) technology,
and no phase mask is required to achieve an FBG [8,9].
Unfortunately, the femtosecond-laser-induced FBG usually
has a high insertion loss at the shorter wavelength than at the
reflection wavelength, i.e., so-called short-wavelength loss due
to diffractive Mie scattering [10–17], which could be remedied

by addressing the overlap integral between the grating and the
incident mode by changing the grating size and morphology
[10]. Such a high short-wavelength loss is a disadvantage to the
communication and sensing applications of the femtosecond-
laser-inscribed FBGs.

In this Letter, a high-quality FBG with a very low short-
wavelength loss of less than 0.07 dB and a reflectivity of
approximately 18.70% was successfully inscribed in a small-core
single-mode fiber (SMF) by use of the femtosecond laser PbP
technology. Moreover, a series of FBGs with a low short-
wavelength loss were inscribed in a small-core SMF along
the fiber axis to achieve so-called series-integrated FBGs
(SI-FBGs). In addition, the effect of the input light direction
on the reflection peak of the SI-FBGs is investigated to reduce
the influence of the grating short-wavelength loss.

In our experiments, an experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1
in Ref. [18] was employed to inscribe low short-wavelength loss
FBGs in a few SMFs with different core diameters by use of the
femtosecond laser PbP technology and to investigate the effect of
the fiber core diameter on the grating inscription efficiency.
The femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics, Solstice) employed
has a pulse width of 100 fs, a central wavelength of 800 nm,
and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser energy can be adjusted
by rotating a half-wave plate with respect to a subsequent
Glan–Laser polarizer. A shutter (Thorlabs, Inc., SH05) is
mounted in the light path to switch the laser beam on/off.
The femtosecond laser, shutter, rotators, and 3D translation stage
are simultaneously controlled to inscribe an FBG in an optical
fiber by a computer.

To investigate the effect of the fiber core diameter on the
grating inscription efficiency, three FBGs with a grating pitch
of 1.070 μm and a grating length of 2 mm were successfully
inscribed in three types of SMFs with a core diameter of 9.0,
5.1, and 4.4 μm, by the femtosecond laser PbP technology.
Note that the fiber coating was not stripped off before an
FBG is inscribed. The pulse energy of the femtosecond laser
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employed is 142 nJ. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the measured res-
onant efficiency of the three FBGs is 0.545, 2.135, and
5.481 dB. In other words, the FBG inscription efficiency in
a smaller-core SMF is higher than that in a larger-core
SMF. As shown in Fig. 1(b), we also simulated transmission
spectra of the three FBGs to investigate the dependence of
the grating resonance on the fiber core. The simulated trans-
mission spectrum of each FBG is almost the same as the mea-
sured transmission spectrum. It can be seen from Fig. 1(a) that
each FBG has an obvious insertion loss at a shorter wavelength
than at the reflection wavelength.

Depending on laser, focusing, and material parameters, dif-
ferent refractive index modulation mechanisms, e.g., small den-
sity, color centers, and microvoids, may play a role in the
femtosecond-laser-inscribed FBGs [14,15]. During our grating
inscriptions, the laser beam with a pulse energy of 142 nJ was
focused on the fiber core by use of an oil-immersion micro-
scope objective with an NA value of 1.25. As a result, a micro-
void with a small diameter of approximately 1 μm and a large
densified region occurs in the fiber core due to the high-energy
pulse-induced microexplosion [19]. The densification is ini-
tially negligible, and only the microvoid is evaluated for refrac-
tive index modulation. This is reasonable since the index
change of the microvoid is at least one order of magnitude
greater than that of the densification [20]. As shown in
Fig. 2, the ratio of the microvoid size (red) to the fiber core
size (gray) in a small-core fiber is higher than that in a
large-core fiber. Thus, the microvoid-induced refractive index
change in a small-core fiber is higher than that in a large-core
fiber. Therefore, the same pulse energy induced a stronger

resonant coupling in the small-core (4.4 μm) fiber than in
the large-core (5.1 or 9.0 μm) fiber, as shown in Fig. 1. In other
words, the grating inscription efficiency is higher in a small-core
fiber than that in a large-core fiber, while the femtosecond laser
PbP technology is employed to inscribe an FBG.

To further investigate the effect of the fiber core diameter on
the short-wavelength loss, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, four FBGs
with almost the same reflectivity of approximately 20% were
inscribed in four types of SMFs with a core diameter of
9.0, 5.1, 4.4 and 1.8 μm by use of the femtosecond laser
PbP technology. Note that different laser pulse energies of
174, 124, 98, and 59 nJ were employed to achieve almost
the same grating reflectivity in the four FBGs, i.e., FBG1,
FBG2, FBG3, and FBG4, with a core diameter of 9.0, 5.1,
4.4, and 1.8 μm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, the
short-wavelength loss of an FBG inscribed in a smaller-core
SMF is much lower than that of an FBG inscribed in a
larger-core SMF. For example, the measured insertion loss
of FBG1, FBG2, FBG3, and FBG4 at a shorter wavelength than
the reflection wavelength, e.g., 1525 nm, is −0.592, −0.438,
−0.313, and −0.063 dB, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 4, obvious microvoids, i.e., periodic white
spots, were observed on the core of the femtosecond-laser-
induced FBGs. The microvoid size is significantly smaller than
the modes of the waveguides and, therefore, should be prone to
significant Mie scattering [11,12]. Consequently, as shown in
Fig. 3, such microvoids induce strong and permanent attenu-
ation at a short wavelength due to diffractive Mie scattering,
which can only be remedied by addressing the overlap integral
between the grating and the incident mode by changing the
grating size and morphology [10,21]. As described above,
the same pulse energy induced a stronger resonant coupling
in a small-core fiber than in a large-core fiber. Thus, a lower
laser pulse energy is required to achieve the same grating
reflectivity in a small-core fiber than in a large-core fiber.
Furthermore, the lower the laser pulse energy, the lower is
the microvoid-induced short-wavelength loss due to diffractive

Fig. 1. (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of three
FBGs inscribed in three types of SMFs with a core diameter of 9.0,
5.1, and 4.4 μm.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the fiber core, densified region, and
microvoid on the cross section of a SMF with a core diameter of
(a) 9.0, (b) 5.1, and (c) 4.4 μm, respectively.

Fig. 3. Transmission (green) and reflection (purple) spectra of the
four FBGs, i.e., FBG1, FBG2, FBG3, and FBG4, with almost the same
reflectivity of 20% inscribed in four types of SMFs with a core diam-
eter of (a) 9.0, (b) 5.1, (c) 4.4, and (d) 1.8 μm, respectively. The four
FBG samples have the same grating pitch of 1.070 μm, the same gra-
ting length of 2 mm, and almost the same resonance wavelength of
1550 nm.
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Mie scattering. Therefore, the short-wavelength loss of the
small-core FBG is lower than that of the large-core FBG with
the same reflectivity, as shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 1, the short-wavelength loss of the FBG
inscribed in a smaller-core fiber is higher than that of the FBG
inscribed in a larger-core fiber. The reason for this is that the
same laser pulse energy of 142 nJ was employed to inscribe
FBGs in the three types of SMFs with a core diameter of
9.0, 5.1, and 4.4 μm, so that microvoids with a similar size
were formed in the core of the three optical fibers. As shown
in Fig. 2, the ratio of the microvoid size (red) to the fiber core
size (gray) in a small-core fiber is higher than that in a large-core
fiber. Therefore, the microvoid-induced short-wavelength loss,
resulting from diffractive Mie scattering, in an FBG inscribed
in a small-core fiber is higher than that in another FBG in a
large-core fiber, and a stronger resonant coupling occurs in an
FBG inscribed in a small-core fiber, rather than in another FBG
inscribed in a large-core fiber.

To investigate the applications of our low-loss FBGs in the
field of optical fiber sensors, especially distributed optical fiber
sensors, a series of FBGs, i.e., SI-FBGs, were gradually in-
scribed in the core of an optical fiber along the fiber axis by
use of the femtosecond laser PbP technology. For example,
10 FBGs, i.e., FBG1, FBG2,…, and FBG10, with a grating
pitch of 1.01, 1.02, …, and 1.10 μm, respectively, were gradu-
ally inscribed in a small-core SMF (CS980/125-16/250) with a
core diameter of 4.4 μm, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The spacing
between two FBGs is about 2 mm along the fiber axis. An op-
tical spectrum analyzer (Model AQ6370C, Yokogawa Electric
Corp., Japan) with a resolution of 0.05 nm and a broadband
amplified spontaneous emission light source (BBS, Fiber Lake
ASE-Light-Source, Shenzhen, China) with a wavelength range
from 1450 to 1625 nm were employed to measure transmission
spectra of the 10 SI-FBGs. As shown in Fig. 5(b), each FBG
inscribed in the small-core SMF has an insertion loss of about
0. 25 dB at the wavelength of 1450 nm, and a total insertion
loss of the 10 FBGs is approximately 2.5 dB at the wavelength
of 1450 nm.

To investigate the effect of the input light direction on
the reflection peak of SI-FBGs, the reflection spectra of the
10 SI-FBGs were measured, while light was input from the
FBG1 end to the FBG10 end or from the opposite direction.
As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1, while light was input from the
FBG1 end to the FBG10 end; the reflection peak of each FBG is
−51.616, −50.443, −46.553,…, and −46.646 dBm, respec-
tively. In contrast, while light was input from the FBG10

end to the FBG1 end; the reflection peak of each FBG is

−56.533, −54.383, −50.375,…, and −46.126 dBm, respec-
tively. The difference of each FBG reflection peak between
the two opposite input light directions is 4.917, 3.940,
3.822, …, and −0.520 dB, respectively, as shown in Table 1.

The reason for this is that, while light was input from the
FBG10 end to the FBG1 end, the reflected light of an FBG, e.g.,
FBGi (i � 1, 2,…, 9), with a shorter reflection wavelength will
be decayed by other FBGs, e.g., FBGi�1, FBGi�2,…, and
FBG10, with a longer reflection wavelength due to their
short-wavelength loss. In contrast, while light was input from
the FBG1 end to the FBG10 end, the reflected light of an FBG,
e.g., FBGi (i � 2, 3,…, 10) with a longer reflection wave-
length will not be decayed by the short-wavelength loss of other
FBGs, e.g., FBGi−1, FBGi−2,…, and FBG1 with a shorter re-
flection wavelength, but it will be decayed by the insertion loss
of other FBGs at a longer wavelength, i.e., so-called the long-
wavelength loss. In addition, the short-wavelength loss of each
femtosecond-laser-inscribed FBG is much higher than the
long-wavelength loss. Therefore, the reflection peaks of the
SI-FBGs depend strongly on the input light direction. Thus,

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) transmission spectra of the
SI-FBGs with a grating length of 2 mm inscribed in a SMF with a
core diameter of 4.4 μm. The spacing between two FBGs is about
2 mm.

Fig. 6. Reflection spectra of the 10 SI-FBGs inscribed in a SMF
with a core diameter of 4.4 μm, while the input light propagates along
the ‘+’ direction (from FBG1 to FBG10) or the ‘-’ direction (from
FBG10 to FBG1).

Fig. 4. Microscope images of the four FBGs, i.e., FBG1, FBG2,
FBG3, and FBG4, with almost the same reflectivity of 20% inscribed
in four types of SMFs with a core diameter of (a) 9.0, (b) 5.1, (c) 4.4,
and (d) 1.8 μm, respectively.
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in the applications of the SI-FBGs, light should be input from
an FBG with a shorter reflection wavelength to another FBG
with a longer reflection wavelength in order to reduce the
influence of the short wavelength.

In conclusion, a high-quality FBG with a very low short-
wavelength loss was successfully inscribed in a small-core
SMF by use of the femtosecond laser PbP technology. In ad-
dition, a lower laser pulse energy is required to achieve the same
grating reflectivity in a small-core fiber than in a large-core fi-
ber. The short-wavelength loss of the small-core FBG is lower
than that of the large-core FBG with the same reflectivity. For
example, the four FBGs with a core diameter of 9.0, 5.1, 4.4,
and 1.8 μm, were inscribed by employing a laser pulse energy of
174, 124, 98, and 59 nJ, respectively, and exhibited a short-
wavelength loss of −0.592, −0.438, −0.313, and −0.063 dB,
respectively, at the wavelength of 1525 nm. Moreover, a series
of SI-FBGs were inscribed in the fiber core along the fiber axis.
The reflection peaks of the SI-FBGs depend strongly on the
input light direction. In the applications of the SI-FBGs, light
should be input from an FBG with a shorter reflection wave-
length to another FBG with a longer reflection wavelength in
order to reduce the influence of the short wavelength.
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